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Introduction

 What forces drove real quantities in the Great Recession?

ñ Shocks to Önancial markets key drivers, even for variables like
labor force participation.

ñ Government shocks not important: because of size and timing
(consistent with ZLB literature).

 Why was the drop in ináation so moderate?

ñ E§ect of Önancial market shocks on cost of working capital.
ñ Fall and slow recovery in TFP.
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Outline

 Inferences based on a model with:

ñ Key labor and goods market variables.
ñ Ináation, real wages.

 For credible inferences, model needs to be empirically plausible.

ñ Estimate model using pre-2008 data.

 Use estimated model to analyze post-2008 data.
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,Household*labor*force*decision*
,Split*between*U*and*E*determined*by*job,finding*rate.*

2.2. Household Maximization

Members of the household derive utility from a market consumption good and a good pro-

duced at home. The home good is produced using labor of individuals who arenít in the

labor force and unemployed individuals:

CHt = 
H
t (1 Lt)

1
cH (Lt  lt)


cH F(Lt; Lt1; Lt ) (2.6)

The term F(Lt; Lt1; Lt ) captures the idea that is costly to change the number of people
who specialize in home production,

F(Lt; Lt1; Lt ) = 0:5
L
t L (Lt=Lt1  1)

2 Lt: (2.7)

We assume cH < 1  cH ; so that in steady state the unemployed contribute less to home
production than do people who are out of the labor force. Finally, Ht and 

L
t are processes

that ensure balanced growth. We discuss these processes in detail below.

Because workers experience no disutility from working, they supply their labor inelasti-

cally. An employed worker brings home the wages that it earns. Unemployed workers re-

ceives government-provided unemployment compensation which they give to the household.

Unemployment beneÖts are Önanced by lump-sum taxes paid by the household. Workers

maximize their expected income. By the law of large numbers, this strategy maximizes the

total income of the household. Workers maximize expected income in exchange for perfect

consumption insurance from the household. All workers have the same concave preferences

over consumption. So the optimal insurance arrangement involves allocating the same level

of the market good and the home good to all members of the household.

The representative household maximizes the objective function:

E0

1X

t=0

tU( ~Ct); (2.8)

where

U( ~C) =
~C1  1
1

; (2.9)

and
~Ct =


(1 !)


Ct  b Ct1


+ !


CHt  b C

H
t1

 1 :

Here, Ct and CHt denote market consumption and the consumption of a good produced at

home. The parameter, ; governs the substitutability between Ct and CHt : In the next draft

of the paper we will report results for other values of . The parameter b controls the degree

of habit formation in household preferences. We assume 0  b < 1: A bar over a variable

indicates its economy-wide average value.
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ModiÖed version of Hall-Milgrom

 Firms pay a Öxed cost to meet a worker.

 Then, workers and Örms bargain.

ñ Better o§ reaching agreement than parting ways.
ñ Disagreement leads to continued negotiations.

 If bargaining costs donít depend sensitively on state of
economy, neither will wages.

 After expansionary shock, rise in wages is relatively small.

ñ See CET (2013), for intuition in a DSGE model with capital.
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 Bargaining protocol:

ñ Day 1: Örm makes opening o§er. Worker can accept, reject
and walk away or make countero§er.

ñ Day 2: worker makes countero§er in case he rejected on Örst
day. Firm can accept, reject and walk away or make
countero§er.

ñ Day 3: Örm makes countero§er in case it rejected workerís
counter o§er...

ñ Last day: worker makes take-it-or-leave-it o§er.

 Opening o§er is accepted.
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 Bargaining costs:

ñ Direct cost of g to Örm of rejecting worker o§er and preparing
a countero§er.

ñ Rejection risks total break down in negotiations with
probability d.

ñ Each day that negotations continue means Örm loses
production for that day and workers loses wage.
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Medium-Sized DSGE Model

 Standard empirical NK model (e.g., CEE, ACEL, SW).

ñ Calvo price setting frictions, but no indexation.
ñ Habit persistence in preferences.
ñ Variable capital utilization.
ñ Investment adjustment costs.
ñ Taylor rule.

 Our labor market structure.
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Estimated Parameters, Pre-2008 Data

 Estimation by impulse response matching, Bayesian methods.

 Prices change on average every 4 quarters.

 d : roughly 0.1% chance of a breakup after rejection.

 g : cost to Örm of preparing countero§er roughly 1 dayís
production.

 Posterior mode of hiring cost: 0.49% of GDP.

 Elasticity of substitution between home and market goods: 3.
ñ set a priori, see Aguiar-Hurst-Karabarbounis (2012).
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Estimated Parameters, Pre-2008 Data

 Replacement ratio: unemployment payments relative to wage.

ñ In model, estimated to be 0.17 (i.e., 17%).

 Direct data measure:

govít payments for unemp. insurance per unemployed
compensation per employed worker

ñ Mean of ratio in our sample period, 13.7%.

 Standard DMP model requires replacement ratio > 95% to
reproduce volatility of labor market data (Hagedorn-Manovskii).
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Figure 1: Medium−Sized Model: Impulse Responses to a Monetary Policy Shock
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Figure 2: Medium−Sized Model: Impulse Responses to a Neutral Technology Shock
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What Shocks Drove the Economy During
the Great Recession?

 To answer question:

ñ Must take a stand on what economy would have looked like in
absence of shocks.

ñ Simple statistical procedure.

 Use model to assess which speciÖc shocks account for gap
between:

ñ What actually happened.
ñ What would have happened in absence of the shocks.
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Two Financial Market Shocks

1 Consumption wedge, Db
t : motivated by ZLB literature stressing

consumption drop. Implemented as in Smets-Wouters (2007):

1 = (1+ Db
t )Etmt+1Rt/pt+1

2 Financial wedge, Dk
t : motivated by Önancial frictions literature.

Reduced form of ërisk shockí, Christiano-Davis (2006).

1 = (1+ Db
t )(1 Dk

t )Etmt+1Rk
t+1/pt+1

 Financial wedge also applies to working capital loans:

ñ Interest charge on working capital: aRt

1+ Dk
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ñ a is share of inputs Önanced with loans.
ñ Higher Önancial wedge directly increases cost to Örms.
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Measurement of Shocks

1 Financial wedge, 1 Dk
t , measured using GZ spread data.

2 Government shock measured using G data.

3 TFP shock measured using TFP data.

4 We do not have data on the consumption wedge, Db
t .

ñ Set Db
t = 0.005 for 20 quarters.

 Stochastic simulation starting 2008Q2 (nonlinear model, no
perfect foresight).
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 Our shocks roughly reproduce the actual data.

 We investigate the e§ect of a shock by shutting it o§.

ñ Resulting decomposition is not additive because of nonlinearity.
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E§ects of Financial Wedge Shock

 Accounts for the biggest e§ect on real quantities.

 Rise in Önancial wedge represents tax on intertemporal margin.

 With e¢cient markets: substitution from investment to
consumption.

ñ Accomplished by large drop in interest rate.
ñ BUT: drop not feasible when ZLB is hit.
ñ So, consumption not stimulated -> recession.
ñ Drop in investment and consumption -> GDP must fall.
ñ Households see terrible labor market -> keep people at home.

 Labor force drops less than employment -> unemployment rises.

ñ Recession leads to lower marginal costs -> ináation falls.
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Findings for Other Shocks

 Paper does similar decomposition for consumption wedge, G,
and TFP.

 Most important impact on real quantities come from
consumption and Önancial wedges.

 Ináation:

ñ Disináation relatively modest because of the operation of the
working capital channel and also TFP.

ñ Both raise countervailing pressure on ináation.
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 Widespread skepticism that NK model can account for modest
decline in ináation during the Great Recession.

 One response: Phillips curve got áat or always was very áat.

 Alternative: standard Phillips curve misses working capital term
including Önancial wedge.

ñ Usually that term is not very important, but it was in
post-2008 period.
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ñ Usually that term is not very important, but it was in
post-2008 period.
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Responses to an Invest. Techology Shock
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Figure 3: Medium−Sized Model: Impulse Responses to an Investment−Specific Tech. Shock
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Stochastic Simulation of the Model

 Feed the four shocks to the model and simulate the post
2008Q2 data.

 Observed GZ, TFP and G data are treated as realizations of a
stochastic process.

 At each date t, agents observe period t and earlier obs. only.
ñ At t they must forecast future values of the shocks.
ñ They compute forecasts using time series models for the
shocks.

 Solve nonlinear model, imposing certainty equivalence.

Go back
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